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 . nIt is shown that if a , a ) 0 i s 1, . . . , n with  a s 1 and if p ) 0, theni i is1 i
y1 rp 1rr .y pq1 rrn n n
` r ra a F p a x q a dx F a a .H  i i i i i i 5  /0is1 is1 is1
for r G 1; and
y1 rp1rr  .y pq1 rrn n n
` rra a F p a x q a dx F a a .H  i i i i i i 5 / 0is1 is1 is1
for r F 1. Applications of these inequalities to positive definite matrices are also
given. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .Let a s a , . . . , a and a s a , . . . , a be two sequences of positive1 n 1 n
real numbers with n a s 1. Then for any real number r / 0, theis1 i
weighted mean of order r of the values a , . . . , a with weights a , . . . , a1 n 1 n
 .  n r .1r r  n r .1r ris defined as M a, a s  a a . Since lim  a a sr is1 i i r ª 0 is1 i i
n a i  .  . n a i a , it is convenient to define M a, a as M a, a s  a .is1 i 0 0 is1 i
 . It is well known that M a, a is increasing with respect to r see, e.g.,r
w x.2, p. 26 . Thus, in particular
M a, a F M a, a 1 .  .  .1 r
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for r G 1; and
M a, a F M a, a 2 .  .  .r 1
for r F 1. If r / 1, then equality holds if and only if a s ??? s a . The1 n
 .  .means M a, a and M a, a are called the weighted arithmetic mean1 0
and the weighted geometric mean, respectively. The classical weighted
 .  .arithmetic-geometric mean inequality asserts that M a, a F M a, a0 1
with equality if and only if a s ??? s a .1 n
w xIt has been shown by Chuan 1 that if p ) 0, then
y1rpypy1n` a iM a, a F p x q a dx F M a, a . 3 .  .  .  .H0 i 1 50 is1
 .A geometric application of 3 concerning the inscribed and circumscribed
radii of a triangle and applications involving the traces and determinants
w xof positive definite matrices have been given in 1 .
In this paper we prove a more general result that includes Chuan's
 .inequality 3 as a special case. In fact, we show how to insert additional
 .  .terms between M a, a and M a, a for every real number r / 1.1 r
Applications of our inequalities to traces and quadratic forms of positive
definite matrices will also be given. To achieve our goal we need the
following lemma.
 .  .  .LEMMA 1. If a s a , . . . , a , b s b , . . . , b , and a s a , . . . , a1 n 1 n 1 n
are sequences of positi¨ e real numbers with n a s 1, thenis1 i
M a q b , a F M a, a q M b , a 4 .  .  .  .r r r
for r G 1; and
M a q b , a G M a, a q M b , a 5 .  .  .  .r r r
for r F 1. If r / 1, then equality holds if and only if a and b are proportional.
w xProof. See 2, p. 30 .
2. MAIN RESULT
 .  .Our main result of this paper, which is a refinement of 1 and 2 , can
be stated as follows.
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 .  .THEOREM 1. If a s a , . . . , a and a s a , . . . , a are two sequences1 n 1 n
of positi¨ e real numbers with n a s 1 and if p ) 0, thenis1 i
y1rp .y pq1 rrn` r
M a, a F p a x q a dx F M a, a 6 .  .  .  .H1 i i r 50 is1
for r G 1; and
y1rp .y pq1 rrn` r
M a, a F p a x q a dx F M a, a . 7 .  .  .  .Hr i i 1 50 is1
 .  .for r F 1. If r / 1, then equality holds throughout 6 or 7 if and only if
a s ??? s a .1 n
 .  .Proof. Assume first that r G 1. Then by 1 and 4 we have
1rr 1rr 1rrn n n n
r r ra x q a F a x q a F a x q a a .  .   i i i i i i i /  /  /
is1 is1 is1 is1
for every x G 0. Consequently,
1rr 1rrn n n
r rx q a a F a x q a F x q a a . .  i i i i i i /  /
is1 is1 is1
Now for any p ) 0,
 .ypy1 y pq1 rrn n` ` r
x q a a dx G a x q a dx . H Hi i i i /0 0is1 is1
ypy11rrn`
rG x q a a dxH i i /0 is1
and so
yp  .y pq1 rrn n`1 r
a a G a x q a dx . Hi i i i /p 0is1 is1
yprrn1
rG a a . 8 . i i /p is1
 .Multiplying 8 through by p and then raising both sides to the power
 .y1rp, we obtain 6 .
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 .  .  .Based on 2 and 5 , the proof of 7 can be obtained by an argument
 .similar to the one used in the proof of 6 .
 .Remark 1. It should be mentioned here that Chuan's inequality 3
 .  .follows from our inequality 7 by letting r ª 0 in 7 . Moreover, in
addition to its dependence on the weighted arithmetic-geometric mean
 .inequality, Chuan's proof of 3 depends on the generalized Holder's
inequality for integrals.
Remark 2. Another popular mean, in addition to the weighted
arithmetic and geometric means, is the weighted harmonic mean
 .  n y1.y1  .M a, a s  a a . Note that if we let K a, a ; p, r sy1 is1 i i
 ` w n  . r xy pq1.r r 4y1r p  .  .p H  a x q a dx , then M a, a s K a, a ; 1, y2 .0 is1 i i y1
 .  .More generally, M a, a s K a, a ; p, yp y 1 .yp
Remark 3. The logarithmic mean of the two positive numbers a and1
a is given by2
a y a1 2¡ if a / a1 2~ log a y log aL a , a s 1 2 .1 2 ¢a if a s a .1 1 2
 .  ` w . .xy1 4y1Since L a , a s H x q a x q a dx , a natural extension of1 2 0 1 2
this mean to n positive numbers can be obtained by letting a s ??? s1
 .a s 1rn and p s n y 1 in the middle term of Chuan's inequality 3 .n
Thus, it is reasonable to define the logarithmic mean of the positive
numbers a , . . . , a as1 n
 .y1r ny1y1n`
L a , . . . , a s n y 1 x q a dx . .  .  .H1 n i 50 is1
Note that if a , . . . , a are distinct positive numbers, then by invoking the1 n
method of integration by partial fractions, we have
 .y1r ny1y1n n
L a , . . . , a s y n y 1 a y a log a . .  .  . 1 n j i i 5js1, j/iis1
3. APPLICATIONS TO POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES
Recall that an n = n matrix A is said to be positive definite if the
 . nquadratic form A¨ , ¨ is positive for all nonzero vectors ¨ in C . Here
 . n?, ? designates the Euclidean inner product on C . If A is an n = n
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positive definite matrix with eigenvalues l , . . . , l , then l ) 0 i s1 n i
.  . r n  . r  . n  .1, . . . , n , tr xI q A s  x q l , and det xI q A s  x q l foris1 i is1 i
every x G 0 and every real number r, where tr and det are the trace and
determinant functions, respectively.
 .  .If we let a s ??? s a s 1rn in 6 and 7 , then we have the follow-1 n
ing inequalities concerning the traces of positive definite matrices.
COROLLARY 1. If A is an n = n positi¨ e definite matrix and if p ) 0, then
y1rp . 1rry pq1 rr
`1 1 1r rtr A F p tr xI q A dx F tr A 9 .  .H  / 5n n n0
for r G 1; and
y1rp .1rr y pq1 rr
`1 1 1rrtr A F p tr xI q A dx F tr A 10 .  .H /  5n n n0
 .  .for r F 1. If r / 1, then equality holds throughout 9 or 10 if and only if
A s lI for some l ) 0.
 . r n  . rProof. Since tr xI q A s  x q l for every x G 0 and everyis1 i
r n r  .real number r, and, in particular, tr A s  l , the inequalities 9 andis1 i
 .  .  .10 follow, respectively, from 6 and 7 applied to the eigenvalues
l , . . . ,l and the weights a s ??? s a s 1rn. It is obvious that for1 n 1 n
 .  .r / 1, equality holds in either 9 or 10 if and only if l s ??? s l , but1 n
since A is positive definite and hence diagonalizable, this can happen if
and only if A s l I.1
 .  . r .1r r   ..1r nRemark 4. Since lim 1rn tr xI q A s det xI q A , and,r ª 0
 . r .1r r  .1r n  . in particular, lim 1rn tr A s det A , it follows from 10 byr ª 0
.letting r ª 0 that
y1rp
` 1 .1rn y pq1 rndet A F p det xI q A dx F tr A , .  .H 5 n0
w xwhich is Corollary 1.2 in 1 .
If A is an n = n positive definite matrix with eigenvalues l , . . . , l ,1 n
 .then there exists an n = n unitary matrix U that is, U*U s I such that
 .A s UDU*, where D s diag l , . . . , l and U* is the Hermitian adjoint1 n
 w x.  . r  . rof U see, e.g., 3, p. 402 . Thus, xI q A s U xI q D U* for every
x G 0 and every real number r. In particular, Ar s UDrU*. Now if ¨ is a
n  .  .  .  .unit vector in C , then A¨ , ¨ s UDU*¨ , ¨ s DU*¨ , U*¨ s Du, u ,
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where u s U*¨ is also a unit vector. Thus, if
u1
..u s ,.
un
 . n < < 2then A¨ , ¨ s  l u . By disregarding the zero u's and by renum-is1 i i
bering the u's and l's we may assume, without loss of generality, that
 . m < < 2  .A¨ , ¨ s l u for some integer m F n, where u / 0 i s 1, . . . , mis1 i i i
m < < 2  . r . m  . r < < 2and  u s 1. Similarly, we have xI q A ¨ , ¨ s x q l uis1 i is1 i i
 r .for every x G 0 and every real number r, and, in particular, A ¨ , ¨ s
m r < < 2 l u .is1 i i
 r .1r rConsequently, A ¨ , ¨ can be recognized as the weighted mean of
order r of the positive numbers l , . . . , l with the positive weights1 m
< < 2 < < 2u , . . . , u . This enables us to conclude the paper with another appli-1 m
cation of our main result to quadratic forms of positive definite matrices.
COROLLARY 2. If A is an n = n positi¨ e definite matrix, if ¨ is a unit
¨ector in C n, and if p ) 0, then
y1rp
`  .y pq1 rrr 1rrrA¨ , ¨ F p xI q A ¨ , ¨ dx F A ¨ , ¨ 11 .  .  .  . .H 5
0
for r G 1; and
y1rp
`  .y pq1 rrr1rrrA ¨ , ¨ F p xI q A ¨ , ¨ dx F A¨ , ¨ 12 .  .  .  . .H 5
0
 .  .for r F 1. If r / 1, then equality holds throughout 10 or 11 if and only if ¨
is an eigen¨ector of A.
 .Proof. In view of the preceding discussion, the inequalities 11 and
 .  .  .12 follow as immediate consequences of 6 and 7 , respectively. If
A¨ s l¨ for some l ) 0, then it is easy to see that equality holds in both
 .  .  .11 and 12 . On the other hand, if equality holds for r / 1 in either 11
 .or 12 , then we conclude that l s ??? s l , and so Du s l u. Now1 m 1
A¨ s AUu s UDu s l Uu s l ¨ ,1 1
as required.
Remark 5. Based on the spectral theorem for Hermitian operators it
can be shown that Corollary 2 is also valid for operators on an infinite-
dimensional Hilbert space. To prove Corollary 2 in this setting, we first
assume that A is a positive definite operator with finite spectrum. Then
we use a continuity argument to establish the general case.
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